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Introduction

This paper describes the present state of the conceptual design of the Plasma Control System

(PCS) for ITER. The PCS is a fundamental component of the ITER Control, Data Access and

Communication system (CODAC). It will control the evolution ofplasma parameters that are

necessary to operate ITER throughout all phases of the discharge. An overview of the key

features and challenges will be presented, along with the present implementation plan. The

physics requirements for plasma control in ITER have been described in some detail in the

updated ITER Physics Basis [1]. A general description of physics requirements was published

recently [2].

The ITER PCS has three main missions. Firstly to ensure reliable ITER operation. The sec-

ond charge, driven by the plasma physics community, is the ability to fully explore the ITER

operational space for physics experiments. Given the constrains on the operation space, due to

e.g. the power handling capabilities of some key components, advanced control techniques will

be required. A second major challenge are the expanded control requirements for ITER, taking

into account the increased number of parameters to be controlled simultaneously with the same

number of actuators compared to present-day machines.

The third essential objective, driven by machine operations, is machine protection. The PCS

and ITER Interlock systems compose an integrated approach to machine protection, while the

Central Safety System provides personnel and environment protection. The ultimate responsi-

bility for machine protection lies with the Central Interlock System (CIS). The action that can be

taken once an interlock is triggered (shut the machine down via a mitigated disruption) imposes

substantial stress on the machine and should be avoided if possible.

Physics and Operation Requirements and Challenges for the PCS

The main physics and operation requirements for the PCS are: 1) Plasma equilibrium con-

trol (plasma shape, position, current, density) is implementedroutinely at all existing tokamaks

and it has been developed to a very robust state. The development for the ITER shape controller

has been ongoing for a number of years [3]. 2) Most ofadvanced plasma kinetic control is

still in the exploratory stage and is not implemented as a routine control feature in present-day
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machines (e.g. radiated power, fusion power). It should be noted that the development of novel

schemes to control for instance fusion burn is a key mission of the ITER physics program.

3) There are a number of efforts presently ongoing to implement control for advanced op-

eration schemes at existing tokamaks, such as current density profile and temperature profile

control. 4)Active control of MHD instabilities is a necessity for ITER operation. However

the suppression or control of Neoclassical Tearing Modes (NTMs), Edge Localized Modes or

Resistive Wall Modes is presently done only on very few machines in dedicated experiments. 5)

Disruption avoidance and mitigation is also of paramount importance for ITER, as full power

disruptions have the potential to seriously damage the machine. Techniques have been proposed

for disruption mitigation (e.g. a massive noble gas injection), but there is still some development

necessary [4]. 6 )Event handling is a major challenge driven by the long ITER discharges of

up to 1000 seconds. In order to keep discharges available forphysics and avoid the firing of

interlocks, the PCS needs to be able to flexibly react to and mitigate component failures and

plasma-driven events (e.g. NTM’s). Event handling at such ascale is not implemented in any

existing device.

Taking the exploratory state of development of most of the control schemes mentioned above

into account, input from the physics community though development and experiments at ex-

isting machines is necessary. The ITER PCS can only fulfill itscharge given by the physics

community if enough experience with the routine implementation of advanced control schemes

is gained at tokamaks today before full-performance ITER operation.

The available number of actuators per control function makes achieving the ITER reference

scenarios challenging. As an example one can consider the Electron Cyclotron Heating Sys-

tem. This system is the primary actuator for heating, NTM stabilization, Sawtooth Control and

temperature profile control. For high performance discharges, these parameters will need to be

controlled simultaneously. This is not done at present-daymachines, where designated shots

are used to control one or two parameters at the same time. Active R&D and support from the

physics community is necessary to derive strategies to dealwith multiple coupled parameter

control. This will have a strong impact on the design of the PCS. A timely start of the R&D

effort is therefore necessary.

The need for an event handling system is mainly driven by the long ITER discharges. Multiple

experiments may be combined in one discharge and the optimization of the discharge time

will be done by the event handling system. It will provide thepossibility to switch to prepared

backup scenarios in case the requested plasma parameters cannot be provided. As the first tier in

machine protection, the PCS event handling system will monitor the current plasma parameters,
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status and fault information from various plant systems andaccording to a specified logic react

to events ranging from plant system faults to plasma-drivenevents, including dynamic ramp

down scenarios. At present, development of such systems is just starting [5] and substantial

R&D effort will be required to determine architecture, strategies and implementation.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the relationship between the PCS and other CODAC Systems

PCS interfaces to the CIS and the general CODAC infrastructure and its networks. Details

can be found in figure 1. The total signal number has been estimated to around 5000 with data

rates on the order of 30 MB/s from 55 diagnostic systems and to around 20 actuators. In order

to keep the data rates within reason, data intensive systemsneeded for control will have local

pre-processing such that the necessary information for thePCS is extracted without transmitting

the full raw data. The plant operation network will handle the non latency-critical data transfer

to the mass data storage and other plant systems. The supervisory control system will transmit

the reference waveforms and the initial set of algorithms and parameters to the PCS. After the

pulse execution begins, the PCS will have full control over all necessary plant systems and

orchestrate the discharge. Any necessary reconfiguration of plant systems during a discharge

will be triggered by the PCS.

Roadmap for development and implementation

The IO is presently starting the conceptual design effort for the PCS. It is foreseen to last to

late 2011 when a Conceptual Design Report should be finished. This phase is followed by a 2
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year engineering design phase from 2012-2014. Starting 2015, the PCS will be implemented

with new versions released each year with increasing functionality depending on project needs

with a first plasma date foreseen in 2019. The longevity of thePCS development effort and

the project makes it necessary to follow system engineeringguidelines (version control, clean

documentation, common language). A further complication but also opportunity are the vari-

ous views on control system design existing among tokamak control experts. The best possible

outcome for the ITER PCS is an integration of these different views to form the best possible

control system design. To achieve this, we will employ a three tier strategy. The centerpiece is

a international expert group with members from all the ITER partners that will help the IO to

develop both conceptual and engineering design. The secondtier are simulation tools that are

presently being developed to be able to test different control schemes, coupled control or event

handling strategies. They will be designed for flexibility and modularity with the control appli-

cation in mind and finally interface to the ITER integrated modeling framework that is being

developed in parallel. The expert group will commence in July 2010 and ITER will contract out

for the development of the simulation tools also mid-2010. The third tier is the support from the

physics community in the R&D effort and experiments needed tomeet the PCS challenges.

Conclusion

The ITER PCS is essential for successful operation of ITER, physics exploitation and ma-

chine protection. The interfaces between PCS, diagnostics,CIS and CODAC are presently under

development and rapidly converging. Novel features such asevent handling and coupled control

will require dedicated R&D efforts at existing tokamaks and the support of the physics commu-

nity. The IO will commence the development of the PCS and its simulation tools in mid-2010

to be ready for a first plasma in 2019.
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